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1.   LOOK at them 


2. LISTEN to them 


3. Quiet mouth  
    (no noises) 


4. Wait your turn.  


5. Comment or 
    ask question.   


When my friend is talking remember to......








1


Aa


apple


Bb


bath


Cc


computer


Dd


dog


Ee


ear


Ff


family







2


Gg


god


Hh


house


Ii


island


Jj


juice


Kk


kitchen


Ll


love







3


Mm


money


Nn


name


Oo


open


Pp


people


Qq


queen bee


Rr


remember
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Ss


snail


Tt


time


Uu


umbrella


Vv


volt


Ww


wanted


Xx


x-ray
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Yy


york


Zz


zebra











Saying "Hi" in the Hallway


1.


I see lots of teachers when I walk in the hallway.
I like to say "hi" or ask them questions.  
When I say hi, I will try to use a quiet voice. 2.










If my teachers are far away, I will try to wait until they 
look at me.  Then I can wave to them.  


3.


If I am close to the teacher, I can say things like, 
"Hi, Mrs. Rowe" in a quiet voice.  I can also ask a question
like, "Do I have speech today?"


4.







It's important to try to ask the same question one time
in a day.  I can try to ask different questions like, 
"How are you?" or say, "See you later!"  


5.


When I'm walking in the hallway, I will try to do 3 things:
 1. Wait and wave





2. Use a quiet voice


3. Ask questions one time


6.






















Recess Buddies


Most school days we have recess. Recess 
is a time for me to play with a friend  
from my class. I need to look at my  
Recess Buddy chart to see who my buddy 
is for today.


recess







I need to walk up to my buddy and tap 
him on the shoulder and ask him to play.


choose


I will choose an activity, and my buddy 
will choose an activity.







It is important to stay together with  
my buddy on the playground. 


When we are all done with our activities, 
I need to say "Thank You" to my buddy 
for playing with me. Recess buddies is 
fun!







Recess Journal


Did I ask a friend to play? no
yes


Did I talk to my friend? no
yes


Did I stay with my friend? no
yes


sometimes


Did I say Good bye and Thank You? no
yes


Who did I play with?


__________________________


What did we play?


__________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________


sometimes







Bell Rings Bell Rings Bell Rings


Whistle Blows Whistle Blows Whistle Blows


Line Up Line Up Line Up
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Greeting and Talking to Adults


There are many ways to greet someone.


"Hello"







When I see someone I know or my parents 
know, I will try and smile and say "Hello". 
They might say "Hello" back. They may stop 
and talk with me.


"Hello"


Sometimes I will try to shake their hand. 
Sometimes, when I am visiting a relative or 
close friend, I will give them a small hug.
People like this kind of greeting,it makes them 
feel good.







Sometimes, if I am just passing someone I 
know, I can smile, wave, or just nod my head.


wave smile


and


Most people like it when I smile at them. 
Smiling can make people feel good.







Sometimes my Mom or Dad see someone that 
they know.They might stop and say "Hello" 
and talk. I should smile and say "Hello". People 
like it when you greet them. It makes them 
feel good,and it helps them to get to know you.


If an adult asks me a question, I should answer. 
If I do not answer, people will think that I am 
not listening, rude,or that I did not  
understand. 







When adults talk, I can wait. Sometimes they  
have a lot to say. I should look at their eyes  
to know when they are done. I can listen for  
them to say, "It was nice to see you", or 
"Goodbye". Then I know they are done talking. 
I can say "Goodbye" too.


When I greet and talk to adults, my Mom 
and Dad will like it. They will be happy that 
I remembered how to be polite. People will 
get to know me better when I talk  to them. 
That's Cool!
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TO GREET SOMEONE


 1.  Smile


 2. Use a friendly Voice


 3. Look at the person.


 4. Say "Hi" and the person's name.


HI! Name


WORDS WE CAN USE TO GREET PEOPLE: 
 
1. Hello!                              2. Hey! 
 
3. Hi!                                   4. How are you? 
 
5. Good morning          6.How are you doing?







TO GREET SOMEONE


 1.__________________


 2.__________________________


 3.__________________________


 4.______________________________ 
   ______________________________


HI! Name


WORDS WE CAN USE TO GREET PEOPLE: 
 
1._______________       2._______________ 
 
3._______________       4._______________ 
 
5._______________       6._______________







Why is it important to greet people? 
 
It's friendly. It's polite. It welcomes people.


We want to be friendly.


  Why is it important to greet people 
  by name? 
 
   It helps them know whom we are talking to. 
_________________________________ 
  How can we greet people without 
  using words? 
 
  1. Wave 
 
  2. Smile 
 
  3.Give a high 5. 
 
  4. Give a handshake.







Why is it important to greet people? 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________


Why is it important to greet people 
by name 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 


How can we greet people without 
using words? 
 
1.____________________ 
 
2.____________________ 
 
3.____________________ 
 
4.____________________







When someone greets you first, it 
is friendly to greet that person in  
return.We all want to be friendly. 


GREETINGS T-CHART
OKAY NOT OKAY
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Having Conversations


Some people love to have conversations.


They talk about many different things. It might be


fun to talk to others and tell them about the


things that we are doing.


Some  people need help thinking of things to


talk about.







This list might help them:


1) Movies that you have seen or want to see.


a) What is your favourite movie?


b) Have you seen any new movies lately?


c) I just saw "Spiderman" and I


really liked it.


d) Have you seen the Spiderman movie


yet?







2) Parks that you've been to or would like to


visit


a) Have you ever been to Playland?


b) Do you ever walk along


___________?


c) Have you ever been to _______________?


d) I like to hike. Do you like


hiking?







3) Birthdays or special holidays


a) In what month is your birthday?


b) How old will you be on your birthday?


c) I love holidays. Do you?


d) Are you going away for the long


week-end?







4) Special events at school like dances, or


assemblies:


a) Are you going to the dance?


b) Did you like the assembly?


5) Weather:


a) Do you think it's going to rain?


b) When do you think it will snow?







6) People's appearance:


a) I like your shirt, is it new?


b) I like your new haircut.


c) Do you have a tattoo?


d) Do you have pierced ears?













Asking a Question in Class    
 


Sometimes in class I have a question.   
 
When I want to ask a question, I raise my hand and wait until the teacher 
calls my name.  When the teacher calls my name, that means it is my turn to 
ask my question. 


            
 
I will put my hand down and ask the teacher my question.                                                         


      
 
The teacher will do her best to answer my question.   
 


I will try to listen carefully to her answer.   
 


Sometimes the teacher will not have an answer.    That is OK too. 
 
 
 
I will try to wait patiently and quietly until my teacher calls on me to ask my  
question. 
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